
Colangelo talks original deal: Arena transformed
downtown Phoenix and fulfilled his vision

 By Bob Young (/author/bob-young/) Jan 7, 2019

After  Jerry Colangelo put  together an  investment  group to purchase  the  Suns  in  1987,  he 
almost  immediately  began  to explore the  possibility   of moving the team out of the state-
owned Veterans Memorial Coliseum into a new arena.

Even for that time, the Coliseum was small and antiquated.

“Veterans Memorial Coliseum was not built for an NBA team, and it really didn’t even meet
the standards that were in place at the time. But that’s what we had,” Colangelo recalled.
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Communities around the Valley of the Sun approached Colangelo about possibly building
arenas in their cities, but Denny Maus, director of economic development for Phoenix at the
time, envisioned a revitalization of Phoenix’s dormant downtown with a new arena as the
catalyst.

He called Colangelo and asked to meet.

“He made it very clear that he saw the possibility of an arena downtown being a real
launching pad for a rebirth of the city,” Colangelo said. “I didn’t need much in the way of
encouragement, being urban as I am. I believed it all could work really well and could be a
rebirth of downtown.”

What ultimately came of that meeting was a public-private partnership to not only construct
but maintain a building that would be home to the Suns and other events, including concerts,
ice shows and other sporting events.

Colangelo said the team and city determined that a new arena in downtown Phoenix would
cost between $70 million and $100 million when the deal was struck in 1989.

The city would agree to pay $35 million, using a tax on hotel rooms and car rentals to pay off
its part of the debt. The Suns would pay the other half and any overruns. Colangelo said the
final tab was about $110 million.

That plan also was designed to address exactly the situation the city and team find themselves
in now, 26 years after the building opened in 1992.

Talking Stick Resort Arena, as it is known now, is, the oldest facility in the NBA that has
undergone a major renovation.

The Suns paid for most of the roughly $67 million for upgrades in 2003 that expanded the
atrium-like entry and ticket area and added office space and more, but the interior of the
building remains largely as it did in 1992.

According to the city, over the life of the building, Phoenix has paid about $79 million and
the Suns have spent about $150 million.



The city and the team say the building needs basic maintenance on systems such as plumbing,
the roof, electrical systems, the air conditioning and heating systems and communications
technology.

A deal negotiated by the two parties and awaiting approval from the Phoenix City Council
would flip the costs. The city would provide $150 million to pay for infrastructure
improvements, widen the concourse areas and replace escalators and elevators, among other
things.

The Suns would contribute $80 million, which would be spent on more fan-centric amenities,
including such things as the scoreboard and video boards. The team, which currently has a
practice facility within the arena, would also pay for the construction of a separate practice
facility to be located somewhere within the Phoenix city limits.

The city’s portion for the arena project would be paid from the Sports Facilities Fund created
by Colangelo and the city in 1989. It collects a 1 percent tax on hotel rooms and 2 percent on
car rentals, each within the city. It was set up when the building was conceived and has
remained in place so that a funding mechanism would be available when the building had to
be renovated or replaced.

“The big thing is, time goes by quickly,” Colangelo said. “Here you are more than 25 years
later and all of a sudden you’re not one of the newest buildings in the league. You’re one of the
oldest buildings in the league. And technology and design, all kinds of bells and whistles, go
into it.”

At this point, there is no intention by the city or the Suns to include the possibility of housing
the Arizona Coyotes in the renovation plan. Interestingly, the hockey saga might have been
avoided from the start had John Ziegler, president of the NHL at the time, been a bit more of
a visionary.

Before the Suns and city went forward with their design plans, Colangelo called Ziegler and
asked him if there was a chance the NHL would want to put a team in Phoenix at some
point.



Ziegler’s answer: “Not in your lifetime.”

Either he vastly underestimated Colangelo’s life span, or he failed to realize the potential for
hockey in the desert.

Either way, a few years later, Gary Bettman became the NHL’s first commissioner and
immediately began eyeing the Phoenix market. By then, it was too late to make it work in the
new arena over the long haul.

Colangelo and the city had built an arena designed to be an intimate basketball space. There
is an ice-making system for skating shows, and enough room for minor league hockey. But
when the Coyotes arrived from Winnipeg, it was evident that it wasn’t suitable for NHL
hockey because of obstructed-view seats.

Including hockey in the plan that is under consideration now would mean expanding beyond
the existing footprint of the arena – an entirely new building rather than a renovation.

Colangelo has never regretted how the arena project turned out. He said the city and Suns
“got a lot of bang for our buck” because there was a recession at the time and that resulted in a
lot of competition in bidding by contractors.

When the building opened in 1992, the Suns had already sold out every game and the team
leveraged those ticket sales, suite sales, signage and concessions to lead the NBA in revenues
that season for the only time in team history. America West Arena, as it was called then, was
considered state-of-the-art and triggered a wave of new arenas around the NBA.

“When we built what we did, we raised the bar in a lot of ways regarding facilities,” Colangelo
said. “And people copied what we did and improved on it. They raised the bar again. That’s
just life.

“So in 25 years you go from the latest and greatest to the oldest and neediest. And that’s why
the Suns have been looking at their options, I guess. That’s where things are.”



If the city doesn’t ultimately approve of the renovation, the team can exercise an obsolescence
clause in its contract with the city in July. A panel of three arbitrators would decide what, if
any, improvements are necessary. According to the terms of the original deal, the city either
would have to agree to pay 100 percent of the costs for improvements required in binding
arbitration, or the Suns could leave in 2022.

The team would either have to find a deal somewhere else in the Valley or leave Arizona.
Robert Sarver, who bought the team from Colangelo in 2004, has said his intention is to
remain in downtown Phoenix.

For Colangelo, it makes every bit as much sense now for the Suns to play downtown as it did
when Maus approached him 30 years ago. Colangelo also spearheaded the construction of
Chase Field and brought the Diamondbacks to Phoenix in a partnership with Maricopa
County.

“Obviously I was a strong proponent of downtown Phoenix, because there were options
available for the arena and then the ballpark,” he said. “I truly believed in that kind of synergy
and that it made sense.

“I would have liked to see all of the venues (including a football stadium) downtown like it is
in some cities. I’m really hopeful that’s the way it’s going to be maintained.

“The same reasoning exists. We thought it could do wonders for revitalization, and it worked.
So to lose any of that momentum would be a step backward. There is synergy going on in
downtown Phoenix in terms of people living there, apartments, retail, restaurants and so on
and so forth. We’ve become a very exciting, 24/7 downtown.

“And who would have thunk that back in the ’70s? That’s exciting for me, and I’m hopeful
people can work out their differences and work out a deal. I’ve always been a proponent of
public-private partnerships.”

Colangelo still believes the terms of the partnership carved out back in the ’80s are doing
what they were designed to do.

“I don’t believe in freebies. Never. I’ve always believed you have to pay your fair share,” he said.
“I think what’s being discussed is one of those kind of deals. I don’t know if it’s going to work
or happen or be approved, but if it is, that’s a public-private partnership.



What did you think of this story?

MEH SOLID AWESOME

“I believe the decision to go downtown was a good decision by the city and team. Taxpayers
had no cost out of pocket and ended up with a great facility.”
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Robert L. 21h ago

Ok, fine. Get with the new Coyotes owners and " expand" the footprint "!!!! 
Fill that place up 84 times a year.  
Hopefully, the Dbacks will stay at Chase as well and the downtown will be the place to go that many
more nights a year...Chase and Jefferson Street garage operators and the restaurants in the area will be
that much more happy!!! 
Expand that footprint!!!! With the financial input of several new owners.
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Chris L. 20h ago

Great job Bob. The most in depth detail I’ve seen on the current arena situation
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Jay T. 12h ago

Great piece, Bob. I was there and it was complicated. What flipped the deal was precisely the fact that
the city would own the facility. Not built for the Suns, built for the city with the Suns as operators. It
worked pretty well.
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Jeff F. 11h ago

Phoenix needs more men like Jerry Colangelo.
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Rob B. 1h ago

Unlike most Arizonans, I agree that public money should be used for these facilities. They are part of the
civic fabric and makes the city a better place to live. These people who say no taxes for anything but
cops, walls and prisons deserve what they get as a place to live. The only issue I have with this deal, is
its indisputable that Sarver and the Suns will get more hard return from this deal. They should be the
ones who shoulder the majority of the cost. Flip the numbers between the city and the Suns, and I am
100% behind the deal.
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